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Abstract

This paper proposes BEHAVE, a person-centered

pipeline for probabilistic event recognition. The proposed

pipeline firstly detects the set of people in a video frame,

then it searches for correspondences between people in the

current and previous frames (i.e., people tracking). Finally,

event recognition is carried for each person using proba-

bilistic logic models (PLMs, ProbLog2 language). PLMs

represent interactions among people, home appliances and

semantic regions. They also enable one to assess the proba-

bility of an event given noisy observations of the real world.

BEHAVE was evaluated on the task of online (non-clipped

videos) and open-set event recognition (e.g., target events

plus none class) on video recordings of seniors carrying

out daily tasks. Results have shown that BEHAVE improves

event recognition accuracy by handling missed and par-

tially satisfied logic models. Future work will investigate

how to extend PLMs to represent temporal relations among

events.

1. Introduction

World population is aging and in a few years from now

the number of seniors should surpass the number of people

able to provide care. As a consequence, there is a demand

for information and communication technologies devoted

to fill this gap of human resources, ranging from tools to

support the timely diagnosis of aging-related diseases up

to systems to promote the well-being of seniors. Medical

studies [28] have shown that disabilities during the perfor-

mance of Instrumental Activities of Daily living (IADL) are

a relevant cue to demonstrate how much at risk people are

of developing dementia. Nonetheless, very little work has

been made in the sense of automatically diagnosing demen-

tia, like Alzheimer’s disease (AD), by the alterations it pro-

vokes into the visual patterns of human behaviors, such as

IADLs [20][23].

This paper introduces BEHAVE, BEHavioral Analysis

of Visual Events, a probabilistic framework for the recog-

nition of daily activities at assisted living scenarios, such as

nursing homes and people’s residences. BEHAVE follows

a person-centered, event recognition pipeline to recognize

the instances of activities performed by different people in a

continuous flow of visual data. The main contribution of the

proposed method is its capability of handling uncertainty at

event level (probabilistic logic models) associated with the

robustness of a color-depth sensing pipeline for people de-

tection and tracking. Prior work on the literature relies on

the strengths of color-depth sensing to overcome the noisy

observations of the scene and performs event recognition

on a deterministic fashion. BEHAVE computes relevant re-

lations between instances of real-world physical objects on

a deterministic fashion, but reasons about event realization

on a probabilistic fashion. Hence, BEHAVE is more tai-

lored to handle the uncertainties of real-world, assisted liv-

ing settings where different sources of uncertainty intervene

in event recognition task.

Next subsections describe the related work (Section 2),

the proposed framework (Section 3), the experiments car-

ried out (Section 4), the results and discussion (Section 5)

and the conclusions of this study (Section 6).
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Figure 1. Visual event recognition. Event models may be de-

fined by the spatio-temporal relations between semantic regions

of the scene (e.g., table, medical cabinet, landline telephone - red

polygons) and dynamics of the monitored person, like silhouette’s

shape (in purple) and spatial relations (e.g., closeness to the tele-

phone table).

2. Related Work

Visual action recognition (short activities) has been ex-

tensively studied in the past decades [22][31] and has

greatly benefited from latest advances on deep learning en-

gineered features [15]. But, even though methods based on

Deep Neural Networks [15], Bag-of-visual-words [31] and

Fisher vectors [12] cannot be matched at the task of video

classification, their performance at action detection, i.e., on-

line recognition of human activities, is still far from desir-

able. In this latter task, a method must localize the spatio-

temporal boundaries of potential activities in a continuous

video stream and then infer whether an event is taking place

within those boundaries. The accurate assessment of the du-

ration of an event instance is quintessential for applications

in medicine, where the time taken by a person to carry out

an activity is an indicator of his/her autonomy.

Furthermore, in the context of assisted living applica-

tions, adopted methods must be also capable of discrim-

inating between the activities of different people in the

scene. State-of-the-art methods on visual action classifica-

tion [31][12][15] still lack this feature, since they describe

video clips in a holistic fashion. In summary, to address the

above described requirements, a method must firstly detect

and track the different instances of people in the scene and

only then perform event recognition focusing on the spatio-

temporal patterns of each person. These methods are called

person-centered approaches.

2.1. Personcentered Event Recognition

Existing work in person-centered event recognition may

be categorized according to the visual information they rely

on: color- and color-depth based approaches. Color-based

approaches have been extensively studied in the past years

with the advent of more robust people detection algorithms,

like, Poselets [5], Deformable Part Models [16], and most

recently, Faster R-CNN [26]. However, these methods still

require a large number of training samples to generalize

their performance between training and test scenarios. In

addition, their recognition performance tends to degrade

when they are applied on recordings with low image res-

olution or when people’s postures deviates from pedestrian

detection scenarios. These restrictions pose difficulties at

the direct application of these methods to the recognition

of daily activities in assisted living scenarios, where the de-

scribed limitations are common.

Event recognition based on color-depth sensing (e.g.,

Microsoft Kinect) tend to be more resilient to illumination

changes than color-based methods, since it relies on off-the-

shelf 3D (depth) measurements of the scene. Prior work on

action recognition and color-depth sensors have explored

the spatio-temporal patterns defined by human body joints

(skeletal representation [27]) to describe actions of interest

[19][14][4] [3]. But, despite the fact that skeletal represen-

tations can distinguish the activities of different individu-

als, the original method for skeleton detection has a limited

range of operation (3-5m for Kinect, version 1 and 6-8m

Kinect for version 2), and expects the person to be facing

the color-depth sensor. These assumptions generally do not

hold in assisted living settings, since the scene is commonly

cluttered by home appliances and furniture, and the moni-

toring range easily exceeds 5 meters.

To overcome the limitations of skeleton-based methods,

recent studies have extended algorithms for people detec-

tion from background subtraction method [25] for the depth

signal domain. These advances have enabled the design

of event recognition systems more resilient to illumination

changes, but less constrained by the distance between peo-

ple and the sensor [3][9]. However, most systems follow

a knowledge-driven approach and do not handle the uncer-

tainty of real-world observations, like missed and ambigu-

ous observations, limiting event recognition to reasonably

controlled scenarios at real-world settings.

2.2. Probabilistic Event Recognition

Knowledge-driven methods (Kd) provide a flexibe

framework to represent events given relations between het-

erogeneous types of data, like sensor readings, common

sense knowledge and domain semantics [24][18][7][1]. But

they tend to underperform in the presence of uncertain data.

This behavior is due to their deterministic reasoning mech-

anism, which lacks the means to handle missed, incom-

plete and unreliable observations. To overcome this weak-

ness, researchers have studied principled ways to combine

knowledge-driven formalism (First-order logic, description

logic, constraint programming) with probabilistic inference.
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Probabilistic Logic Programming and Statistical Relational

Learning (SRL) are among the most prominent approaches

[17][13][11].

PLP methods, like ProbLog2, extend a subset of

first-order logic (FOL) formulas with probabilistic facts

[17][11]. Probabilistic facts weight the likelihood of an-

swers to user queries by the available evidence. Prior work

on PLP and event recognition has mostly focused on color-

based methods and on recognizing short-length activities,

like meeting, moving and leaving objects at the scene [29].

Alternatively, SRL methods have focused on the idea of

weighted FOL formulas [13]. Weighted formulas allow one

to quantify how likely an event model is given the partial

satisfaction of the set of logic formulas that describe it [30].

PLP methods are still less explored in the task of visual

event recognition compared to weighted FOL methods.

This paper explores the notion of probabilistic facts

to handle uncertainty of missed and ambiguous observa-

tions at assisted living scenarios and longer daily activities

(e.g., “prepare drink”,“talk on the telephone”,“make a pay-

ment”). To address the problem of recognizing daily activ-

ities, the proposed method couples the probabilistic infer-

ence of ProbLog2 with a color-depth sensing pipeline for

people detection and tracking (more resilient to scene char-

acteristics) and an ontological representation to define ab-

stractions of real-world objects and the possible relations

among them.

3. BEHAVE Framework

The proposed framework can be decomposed into three

main modules (Fig.2): people detection, people tracking

and probabilistic event recognition. Next sub-sections de-

scribe in more details each of these modules, with a par-

ticular attention to probabilistic event recognition, the main

contribution of this work.

3.1. People Detection

The recognition of people in the scene is carried out with

the depth-based framework of [25]. The framework extends

the standard detection range of color-depth sensors from 3-

4 meters (Microsoft and PrimeSense) to 7-9 meters away.

It works as follows: first, it performs background subtrac-

tion in the depth image to identify foreground regions that

contains both moving objects and potential noise. These

foreground pixels are then clustered into objects based on

their depth values and neighborhood information. Among

these objects, people are detected using a head and shoulder

detector and tracking information about previously detected

people.

3.2. People Tracking

People tracking step [6] takes as input the video stream

and the list of objects detected in the current and previous

frames using a sliding time window. First, a link score is

computed between any two detected objects in this time

window using a weighted combination of six object descrip-

tors: 2D and 3D positions, 2D object area, 2D object shape

ratio, color histogram and dominant color. Then, successive

links are formed to represent the several paths an object can

follow within the temporal window. Each possible path of

an object is associated with a score given by all the scores of

the links it contains. The object trajectory is determined by

maximizing the path score using Hungarian algorithm [21].

3.3. Probabilistic Event Recognition

This step consists in using a probabilistic inference en-

gine to infer whether the available evidence satisfies the

probabilistic logic models of target activities. BEHAVE

adopts the ProbLog2 language and its inference engine to

model and recognize the relations that intervene between

target activities and its subparts. Probabilistic Logic mod-

els are logic programs that formulas (or facts) are annotated

with probabilities [17]. ProbLog2 uses a subset of first-

order logic where only Horn clauses are allowed, a univer-

sally quantified clause that has at most one positive literal.

A crucial difference between the semantics of ProbLog2

and first-order logic (FOL), however, is that the former

makes use of the closed world assumption. For more details

we refer to [17]. A ProbLog formula (Equation 1) reads as

follows: the head h is true with probability p if and only if

all its body clauses (bi) are true. Predicates are generally

expressed as boolean variables.

p :: h : −b1, .., bn (1)

where,

• p: probability of head clause

• h: head clause,

• bi: body clause i.

To model a target event, we have defined a probabilistic

logic model that contains the relations (predicates) between

physical objects (terms) that are relevant to this event. We

have extended the previously presented ProbLog2 formula

(Equation 1) with disjunctive annotations. Disjunctive an-

notations are a ProbLog2 feature that define mutually exclu-

sive outcomes of a set of body clauses [11] (see Full-model,

Example 1). To handle missed and noisy observations of

the scene, we have defined a complete and partial model for

each event. The latter model quantifies the likelihood of an

event given that only a subset of its relations are observed

(Example 1, Partial model). For example, a person is in

front of the medical cabinet but s/he is not bending towards

the cabinet to interact with it, as it would be expected.

Example 1 “Probabilistic logic event models”
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Figure 2. BEHAVE framework: visual event recognition may be decomposed into three steps: People Detection, People Tracking and

Probabilistic Event (Activity) Recognition. These steps are carried out frame-wisely.

#P = Instance identifier of a physical object of type

# ‘‘Person’’

#Full−model

0.95 :: prepareTea(P);

0.05/3 :: talkPhone(P);

0.05/3::prepDrugBox(P);

0.05/3::makePayment(P) :− in area tea zone(P),

bending(P).

#Partial−model

0.85 :: prepareTea(P);

0.15/3 :: talkPhone(P);

0.15/3::prepDrugBox(P);

0.15/3::makePayment(P) :− in area tea zone(P),

\+bending(P).

To help domain experts at modeling the relations that in-

tervene among the real world objects participating in the

activities of interest, BEHAVE framework has adopted a

declarative constraint-based ontology language to define the

possible physical objects and relations among them [10].

Physical Objects (P.O.) are abstractions for real-world ob-

jects involved in the realization of an event (e.g., a person,

a kettle, the kitchen). Figure 3 describes the P.O. branch of

the employed ontology. A P.O. instance may be dynami-

cally detected by the methods underlying the probabilistic

event recognition, like people detection and tracking steps,

or be provided as prior knowledge about the geometry of

the scene.

Probabilistic event recognition is performed by running a

temporal sliding window over the video recording, querying

the ProbLog2 engine at each frame about the probability of

target activities given available evidence (Example 2). The

evidence of each frame consists of the observed relations

between detected instances of physical objects. An activity

query may be indexed by the tracking identifier of a per-

son (What is the likelihood that person 5 is “preparing a

drink”?, Example 2A) or be open to all available instances

Figure 3. Physical object sub-tree of the ontology language

of physical objects of type “Person” (What is the individ-

ual likelihood of each person at “preparing a drink” now?,

Example 2B).

Example 2 “Querying the most likely event model”

query(Phone(5)). %A

query(Drink( )). %B

4. Experiments

The goal of BEHAVE is to serve as an objective frame-

work for the automatic recognition of human daily activities

in daily tasks. Hence, we have chosen to evaluate it with

color-depth recordings of seniors carrying out unscripted,

real-world activities during a clinical protocol for the study

of Alzheimer’s disease. Senior participants aged 65 years

and above (N=19) were recruited by Institut Claude Pom-

pidou (ICP) in Nice, France. The clinical protocol asks

participants to undertake a set of physical tasks, single and

dual gait tasks, and IADLs in an observation room fur-

nished with home appliances. The set of IADLs consists in

the activities: prepare drink (Drink), talk on the telephone

(Phone, e.g., calling/answering the telephone), prepare pill

box (DrugBox) and make payment using a tablet (Payment).

Semantic spatial zones were defined a priori to incorporate

semantic knowledge about the scene geometry into logic

event models. Recording sessions have taken ∼ 15 minutes
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for each participant. The reported performance consists in

the frame-wise accuracy between ground-truth annotations

and the output of evaluated methods.

To compare the proposed method to state-of-the-art

methods, the present evaluation has adopted the knowledge-

driven framework (KER) described at [10] as a baseline.

This baseline has showed a accuracy higher than holistic ap-

proaches based on dense trajectory features [2] for assisted

living settings similar to ours [8][10].

5. Results & Discussion

Experimental results have showed that the proposed

method improves the performance of event recognition task

at all target activities (84% versus 76% of baseline method,

Fig.5 x Fig.4, respectively). The improvement in perfor-

mance is due to the capacity of probabilistic models to con-

sider partially satisfied models as an undergoing event for

which instantaneous observations have been missed or cor-

rupted by noise. For instance, by failures at steps prior to

probabilistic event recognition or by small deviations from

the semantic relations that define an activity model. How-

ever, the recognition performance of “none” class has been

reduced at the expenses of improvements on target activi-

ties. The “talk on the telephone” event was the mostly con-

fused with the event “none”. The confusion was caused by

the occasional partial occlusion of the person by the image

border. The occlusion has caused uncertainty about the po-

sition of the person in the scene (people detection step), and

in consequence about the person being close enough to be

using the telephone (probabilistic event recognition step).

On a second step, this evaluation has assessed the simi-

larity between the the duration of events recognized by BE-

HAVE framework and their true duration computed using

ground-truth data (Fig. 6). Results have shown that the

automatically assessed duration of activities is statistically

correlated with ground-truth data (Pearson R, p ≤ 0.01; ICP

dataset). However, we have observed that the durations of

“preparing drink” and “prepare drug box” activities have

been underestimated by the proposed framework. The un-

derestimation of the duration of “prepare drug box” event

was due to participants carrying out this activity far away

from the medication cabinet. In these cases, they would

quickly reach out for the desired medication when needed

only, returning to an ambiguous upright posture, far away

from the related semantic zone. In the case of “prepare

drink” event, the underestimation of its duration was mostly

due to missed people detection. Further work will analyze

how to cope with above described problems, in addition to

the high intra-class variance of certain activity classes.

Figure 4. Confusion matrix of the Knowledge-driven event recog-

nition system (baseline). The labels “None”, “Phone”, “Payment”,

“DrugBox” and “Drink” refer to, respectively: “no event”, “talk on

the telephone”, “make payment using a tablet”, “prepare pill box”

and “prepare drink”.

Figure 5. Confusion matrix of the proposed method. The labels

“None”, “Phone”, “Payment”, “DrugBox” and “Drink” refer to,

respectively: “no event”, “talk on the telephone”, “make payment

using a tablet”, “prepare pill box” and “prepare drink”.

6. Conclusions

This paper has presented BEHAVE, a probabilistic

framework for the recognition of activities of daily living

in assisted living scenarios. It combines robust algorithms

for people detection and tracking using color-depth sens-

ing with the probabilistic inference of ProbLog2 language.

ProbLog2 models handle uncertainty caused by missed and

ambiguous observations of the real world at event-level.

Moreover, by relying on semantic information, BEHAVE
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Figure 6. Assessment of event duration - ICP dataset

can also delimit the temporal boundaries of monitored ac-

tivities, an advantage over most state-of-the-art methods

which high-performance is tied to the use of hand-clipped

video segments. In summary, BEHAVE is an approach

more tailored for real-world settings, such as assisted liv-

ing scenarios, since it can handle different sources of un-

certainty that intervene in the task of event recognition, like

partially satisfied event models.

Further work will investigate how to incorporate tempo-

ral relations into ProbLog2 models, as well as fine-grained

semantic features, like body part relations. Finally, BE-

HAVE will be also studied as a unbiased and objective tool

for the assessment of the autonomy of seniors at daily ac-

tivities, e.g., at medical consultations or daily at their own

homes.
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